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Construct Data Publishers Verlag (CDPV)
Image of advertisement:

Advertiser details
Construct Data Publishers Verlag
Ortsstr. 54, A-2331 Vösendorf, Austria
Tel: 011 43/699 40 77-0
Fax: 011 43/699 40 77-40
SRO details
Österreichischer Werberat (ÖWR)
c/o Wirtschaftskammer Wien
Schwartzenbergplatz 14
A - 1040 VIENNA
E-mail: Manfred.Pichelmayer@wkw.at
Fax: +43 1 512 954 83796

Action required: SROs are asked to alert relevant parties concerning this advertisement, and
complaints could be directly addressed to the Austrian Advertising Council (ÖWR)

Please act immediately on this information and forward to interested parties
Case details:
Construct Data publishers Verlag, located at the above address, has recently attracted a considerable
number of complaints to self-regulatory organisations and consumer protection authorities across
Europe, the US and Asia. The mailings from Construct Data Publishers Verlag contains an order
form for an entry in the ‘Fair Guide’ and stated that the form should be completed and returned
even if the recipient does not wish to place an order. However, the complainants subsequently
discovered that signing the form had committed them to placing an order. They therefore
considered the mailing to be misleading.
Complainant companies having signed up in error and thus were unwilling to pay the subsequent
invoice, have been contacted by debt collecting agencies, such as Gravis Inkasso Gesellschaft A1070 Wien, Lindengasse 41, which is the debt collector of Construct Data Publishers Verlag. The
usual practice of the debt collector is that it sends collection notices, and later on calls daily,
threatening to take the company to court. So far, no case is known to have been filed with a court.
Following repeated rulings of the Österreichischer Werberat (Austrian Advertising Council (ÖWR))
the case was transferred to the regional authorities of Lower Austria (Niederösterreich) for further
investigation. The authorities did not find that the mailing concerned was in conflict with Austrian
law. The ÖWR has therefore decided to support the individual legal proceedings by an Austrian
company, which considers having been misled by Construct Data Publishers Verlag.
Furthermore, the debt collecting agency, Gravis Inkasso Gesellschaft is not registered according to
the requirements of the Austrian law to carry out such services.
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